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 Tom McCarthy 
 I am so excited to introduce you to our next expert, our next guest, he's an amazing human 
 being, I think he's human, he's very enlightened. So maybe he's not, but I've had some just 
 amazing experiences with this unbelievable being that I'm getting ready to introduce you to. His 
 name is Doctor and Master shaw. He is a trained as a Western medical doctor, but also he's an 
 acupuncturist, so he's trained in Eastern medicine and he's a master, he's a qigong master and 
 and just such an incredible human being. He's written 11 new york times, bestselling books and 
 also he's an award winning calligraphy artist and you're gonna get a chance to experience that 
 his calligraphy today because as you learn from him, calligraphy can heal and I didn't know that 
 before I met him, but he's taught me so much also, he does beautiful sound healing and I think 
 we might get a little experience of that today too, if we're lucky, he is just a master in so many 
 ways. He helps people heal their bodies heal their souls, heal their relationships, heal their 
 finances and he's the founder of the Love Peace and Harmony Foundation, where he's dedicated 
 to empowering people and communities around the world to heal and transform through love 
 peace and harmony and he does that through song and meditation. I'm just so excited to have 
 you here Master Sha, Welcome to the global energy healing summit, it's my great honor. 

 Master Zhi Gang Sha 
 Thank you Tom for this service. 

 Tom McCarthy 
 Yeah, so hey, first of all, let's go to your background, you've accomplished so much. You grew up 
 in China, how did you get to where you are today? Just tell us a little bit about your journey. 

 Master Zhi Gang Sha 
 Yes, when was at 85 I called the code. I want to see a doctor with my parents. I got an injection 
 then my parents brought me back. They want to work but I was in coma that my grand, my 
 mother, my grandmother in mother's side. Ready we go to my neighbor. acupuncturist here. I 



 could pound a point to save the life. They put needles in stimulate I wake up. So that's 85 short 
 everything short at 86 I went to the park with my parents and everybody knows Chinese tai chi 
 slowly movement. How beautiful a grandmaster doing tai chi The master here disciple here 
 hands, touch hands off of them make circles. Then the master. You have to see any strength little 
 movement. The disabled flew out, lift the floor bound for down 15 ft away like this. Me run to the 
 master. Just one more tiny guy I said yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah. He's a 
 grandfather in chinese respect. The elder I said I want to learn this and he looked at me for a 
 while. No you're too young. He's such a small guy. I said no, no, no, no, no no no no I do not know 
 why I was, no, no no yeah yeah yeah yeah I want to learn this. So and you know the grandmaster 
 says how sweet six years old boy. Okay, where's your parents? 

 I run to my parents. I said baba mama, I want to learn this with a great support. I started my tai 
 chi at the age of six. Then for example I can show you one big movement big leg open like this 
 then like leg wide open that is put a hand like that. The teacher is okay put a hand like that. 
 Watch you do not move. You know you learn martial law, this kind of is much martial law, 
 chinese martial arts. Shaolin kung fu faster, stronger and salt is also chinese kung fu. That you 
 know for 10 minutes, maybe tired little longer. The leg wide open. You can understand you feel 
 gonna fall down like this. Okay. I have to so that 86 I was trained the persistent strength, 
 patience, everything that you know every saturday sunday I do hours of training with the grand 
 master At age 10. Everybody knows Chinese shaolin sticks. I want to this kind of internal Kung Fu 
 external at age 10. Then I learned in Yi Qing people know egion function Western medicine as 
 MD traditional trans medicine acupuncturist herbalist that later I made a 100 years old profession 
 in Toronto University. She was burned in the palace last Qing dynasty emperors teacher held the 
 secret art. He she had for more than 100 years. I'm the most lucky one but I only want to learn 
 this art. I went to China in the Beijing big exhibition for 1000 people China. Nobody learned this 
 special style that I used this style. It's art. But for the spiritual components that all for the healing 
 we can share a little more later. That's my little background. 

 Tom McCarthy 
 Yeah. That's amazing. Well and I hope everybody that's watching right now. I can just feel his 
 energy when he talks. He's got so much good energy and great vibration and happiness and joy 
 and that's what I experience every time that I get to see him and we haven't known each other 
 very long. But I've come to really love this man and so I'm very very happy that all of you get to 
 see him. So one of the things that you talk about and I know a lot of your work is based on is 
 what's called Tao. And for those of you that aren't familiar it's spell T. A. O. But let's start off with 
 that. I know it's a pretty complicated topic here. I've been reading your books and understanding 



 more and more about it. But can you explain a little bit about what is what is now and why it's so 
 important for people to know about it if they want to heal or they want to grow spiritually. 

 Master Zhi Gang Sha 
 I think I started from the book TAO de jing I think means people no doubt maybe you do not 
 know yet means people know bible, we know bible but the dow Durgin author loud ancient TAO 
 saints, sage and also all university philosophy department honor lauds, honored daughters, you 
 know be a price scientists, country leader, you know all wrong people because the daughter jean 
 loud explained to doubt, you asked me what the Tao, okay, better get back, get back to lourdes. 
 Lourdes said that Tao is ultimate creator, we know creator, people talk about God and allows its 
 ancient wisdom loud said that before heaven earth will form, we live between, it's wrong. Heaven 
 belong to young mothers belong to eat no chinese yin yang symbol so and so we are leaving the 
 yin yang word heaven and earth are the creator, but who created heaven earth, that's people, 
 many people think about it, how universal created in the modern science, a big bar band, big 
 bang, everything happened. 

 That is a modern science but allowed to explain how a universe created everything has a deep 
 wisdom loud said that before heaven Earth will form ultimate creator. Tao. Ultimate creator 
 cannot be saying, you can see each other, you and me, you can hear from us so the dog cannot 
 be saying the same, cannot be heard, cannot be touched, we can touch wood, dowel, you cannot 
 touch. So the dow creates blurred condition. Many people know the wisdom and philosophy 
 blurred. So within blurred condition that the two energy within blood condition. Why it's a clean 
 energy named the kinky once disturbed energy named the dorky, kinky Dworsky clear disturbed 
 energy. They mixed for yang's millions billions years. Then they wait for key transformation 
 transformation to energy mix. They're not separate. But when the time ready for millions, billions 
 of years in the clink rises to form the heaven that disturbance to create the mother earth. So this 
 is how heaven 

 Earth we live in this world, how heaven Earth will form the two. So tao creates one blurred 
 condition, then clinch e disturbance then to Union Heaven Earth then to create 33 is blurred 
 condition plus Heaven Earth +33 creates everything. Mother earth is one planning the countless 
 planets, stars, goddesses, universities, human being is on this level. One county's plan starts 
 universities. So they also said that in the whole university, four things dow ultimate creator 
 Heaven Earth are in young than human beings. So only four issues. So the tao is ultimately 
 creator that I teach doubt as a tao servant. I teach in facebook every monday with the Bill 
 Gladstone, very renowned book agent for Deepak chopra are Ketola, all the Canfield, all kind of 
 people. So therefore I'm honored to teach Tao's ultimate source, a creator dog carried the 



 frequency vibration that human being may not think about it. So therefore dark calligraphy. Tao 
 sound dot water. I offer now. 5000 heart touching results. Because I connect with I teach 
 humanity in your workshop. I will teach you Tao. 

 Tom McCarthy 
 I love it. And so why talk about the importance of working with tao to heal? Why is that so critical 
 that people understand that? 

 Master Zhi Gang Sha 
 Thank you so much. There's a three words I see here in the ancient ancient sacred wisdom. Three 
 words first issue shen ah Second word is Chi many people know as vital energy. Life force we 
 notice. And the next word is then the third word is jing June means the matter material. So the 
 Shen has a three part so hard on the month. So in quantum physics A. D. Teach have very 
 famous quantum quantum physics information or message millions of people believe so all 
 spirits, spirits. So so in fact millions of people believe here information message millions of 
 people people body mind and spirit. So in fact they are the same thing. People have not realized. 
 So with Deepak Chopra Urban last we have a topping the source. Now we share the 
 consciousness also Dr. DeMartini and that we are at the two time tapping the source. We are 
 talking about this now everybody know classical science neutral. And it's also classical 
 consciousness. 

 Also the under instant relativity where Einstein here E. E. Equals M. C. Squared here. See here's M 
 speed of light. So the relativity science relativity consciousness. Quantum physics quantum 
 consciousness. So today thank you Tom interview me Tao consciousness ultimate source. But 
 here we can see we can touch but here down nothing we can see cannot can touch. So 
 therefore you ask me, how does that work for healing? It's like this. And for example and 
 everybody see the light here studio is light up the room otherwise dark. The sun in the morning, 
 lack of Dark knight. So therefore we know the light. We know the energy we need the light. Light 
 is a sense of energy so that the energy at the information here information so level has a positive 
 love care, compassion dear the source. And some people believe divine believe buddha believe 
 jesus. Okay I believe the sun and the moon. You connect the the sunlight deer that Jesus Mother 
 Mary Buddha God the dow source. I believe I own all the system because everything everything 
 together as one is. So you connect. I want to love the light hardest receiver. Our heart. Okay I like 
 it. You know I receive a sound from heaven. I love my heart. And so I love our humanity, John 
 heart. And so to get there peace and harmony. Love peace harmony. So this is a positive I love my 
 heart. So I love all humanity joined hands together. Love peace harmony heart. Oh I like it man. 



 Okay process. I like it. Energy move blood flow. This is called information system. Something 
 bother me making me angry. 

 Okay negative. The hard receiver. Mind blockage monkey. Mind energy block okay sickness 
 blood issues. This is how people get sick relationship relationship, finance the same thing. 
 Universal Law recently. See I passed last two books. Tao calligraphy because now is the ultimate 
 source. Calligraphy is the art I've read a little later. For example, that means the greatest I miss 
 love. We know love. Everybody needs love is great here like this. Huh one is writing Normally like 
 this normal like this one is waiting. So why use a brush when I write for this, I connect the source, 
 please blessing then the invisible light go through the path. Then the people treat this. You can 
 find out how many people will recover the heart touching tom mission. I don't need to mention 
 the detail, you can find many many stories everywhere. Therefore thou calligraphy source 
 transformative art the power in the past. People. Later we try to do a bit. So that's why it works 
 because the ultimate source, most positive information. Energy matter, most positive here that 
 go here. There's a positive go to a clearly so therefore including stage four cancer business. And 
 Tom can share a little bit that Tom has a friend, David March very renowned. Now David March 
 tell maybe you can share the story and tell everybody how David March happened eight years 
 ago I went to his office. I said, what can I serve you or you can share the stories. 

 Tom McCarthy 
 Well, yeah, and I'll share that story just a minute. I just wanna, I wanna stop for a second though. 
 So that was a beautiful diagram. I hope everyone is understanding that. So to me when I think of 
 tao and and I've learned this through Master Sha, it's almost like pure potential, like anything's 
 possible. And then when we call on it and bring it down through those different levels, we can 
 change a physical body, we can change a financial situation, We can change the relationship, we 
 can change our level of happiness and there really are no limits, you know, so to speak. And I 
 know karma plays a role and we'll talk about that a little bit. But our mutual friend and David 
 Meltzer's one that introduced me to Master Sha. But he had gone to Master Sha. He had had 
 some financial difficulties in the 2008, timeframe where he had lost a lot of money. And I think 
 he came to you said, you know, what do you want? 

 He said, you know, I want to create more wealth. And so you did. And this is how I first heard 
 about it too because I was in his office up in Orange County and he had, you can see behind Dr. 
 Sha, there's a Master Sha, there's a framed calligraphy. You did one for David. Yeah. On prosperity. 
 And he was telling me that every day he goes to that and he traces it and it was a pretty intricate 
 one. But he traces that every day. Not just once but several times. Because the calligraphy and 
 Master Sha will talk more about this later that that has energy right? It literally brings in tao. And 



 so as you trace that you're unlocking this potential, this energy. And since he's been doing that, 
 he's been incredibly successful financially. You did one for me. You were generous enough to do 
 one for me because I was having some issues with energy and I've been doing that and also you 
 did Tao song which hopefully will, you did a little bit for us just a second ago but will experience 
 more of that. But I think the beautiful thing that you've taught me is just how to unlock more of 
 this pure potential. And I've always believed in that and I have other strategies to but yours are so 
 powerful and I'm just so grateful to know you and and now everyone's experiencing this. So talk 
 about talk about calligraphy. Tao calligraphy. You know people look and they you know, they see 
 symbols and signs and pictures and things like that but they don't really understand the power 
 of what a symbol can do, especially when you have it in a room with you or you teach people to 
 trace it. Talk a little bit about that please. 

 Maybe I think letting me create a calligraphy for for this show, let me create a calligraphy. I greet 
 his love remember love melts or blockage. I will give a few minutes blessing because why I think 
 Tom explained well tao is invisible, calligraphy is visible. Learn how to connect with source. We all 
 can now I trained hundreds of dark calligraphy healers, thousands down, hands healers. What 
 does it mean for that? Everybody can connect. Why did the calligraphy? You can see everybody, 
 you can see I'm going to create one that okay like they were treating two or three minutes. I will 
 sing for you. You can choose one area, pain inflammation. Something bothers you. Whatever. 
 How about we do it at top? That'd be great. And I think after we do it if possible, if we can get the 
 just the digital a picture, digital image, we can have everybody go and from the summit that 
 wants to and they can download this digital image and then and then you'll that will also give 
 them the ability to tap into you and then you can communicate with them too because they'll 
 they'll they'll have their email and everything for you. So can we do that, Do you think? 

 Master Zhi Gang Sha 
 Yes and I think after I do this one and before you give this is a spiritual treasure I love to offer, but 
 you need to collect the email, they need to give the email then they can share with master shot 
 really works. Master shot does not work does not matter. We just want to throw. Okay good. 
 Okay. Okay let me do it. Okay. Oh everybody see this. So everybody relax. I choose one area. How 
 to do a one hand. Not naval. Okay, some people have potential maybe hard but something 
 bothers you hardest for emotional for mental also mental hard houses in mind. And so here and 
 the people breast cancer, covid 19 thyroid stomach pain. Some people trouble here, kidney, liver 
 spleen, pancreas and shoulder arable choose just put one hand here one hand on the knee and 
 for healing relax because tao is the source, calligraphy is art. The greatest. how I die. How can 
 Tom give me about the three minutes to five minutes? Let me offer a blessing for everybody. 
 How about that? 



 Tom McCarthy 
 Absolutely. I think this is wonderful. So everyone watching and listening now this is gonna be 
 very very powerful. This is a little healing session for you. That Master Sha is kind enough to do for 
 all of us. So this is you saw him draw the calligraphy and now he's going to do a little healing 
 session. So everybody relax and just enjoy and let your let your body let your mind let your soul 
 heal here. How? 

 Master Zhi Gang Sha 
 Thank you. Everybody choose one area. Like I said can you show me a one hand here. One hand 
 any part of the body and some breast cancer. And some people you know cancer in the lymph 
 system so and some people paint just done you put it here then for example. Okay let's do this 
 one first one minute relax choose one area. Dear Master Sha their tao calligraphy. This is support 
 spiritual portal to the source and the vertical energy. You see you do not see. It does not matter 
 because we have so many heart touching story. I relax. You can watch me. I can put it here back 
 again. I am tracing calligraphy because the the frequency vibration from the source on the line. 
 Love light frequency vibration. I'm tracing for your back pain for whatever area you choose. I trees 
 are here. I saw the time now I make sure five minutes everybody relax. You just you do not treat 
 later and show you treat with me, relax. I'm treating for one part of your body. Da da da da da da 
 da da da da da da da. 

 Everybody one hand, one hand in the area. You need to healing shoulder, breast stomach. Other 
 hand like this five fingers treat with me. Of course we just learned a little bit up later in the future. 
 You can I have the book also tom said I tried to let you access this chasing heal me. Dark 
 calligraphy. Invisible. Love life frequency vibration. Earlier I explained positive information energy 
 metric. Could remove my negative information energy metric. We have done more than 600 
 research chronic pain. Life threatening conditions are very hard touching results. De ai this is da 
 just for the people. It's okay. D. A. Stop means the greatest die is the greatest dies. Duh. Greatest 
 is the source. Ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha da da da da da da da da da. Okay and move up now we 
 treat two minutes. 

 One minute for the Ai love, Ai mean love. Greatest love. I remove all blockages like this trees with 
 me together. Ai, Ai, love love love love love love you're not writing your Trish in this one is writing. 
 What does it mean? Never stop connecting dots go this way. I just share one kiss one lawyer has 
 breast cancer spread to liver 80% liver covered by cancer. She traveled to many countries 
 including the United States and you know it's all the experts we know are hopeless cases. I wrote 
 a calligraphy in this table and he was she was in the Netherlands with my other teachers. I don't 



 that I offer the blessing. She started to trees Two months later traded two hours a day. But you 
 know everybody know. No, no 80% covers more than stage four cancer already are. It's really no 
 hope case. And she said if you really if you do not do it you do not really feel it. It's not about now 
 we do two or three minutes. It's two hours a day and she feel hard, warmer than two months 
 later cancer shrink to one that's and nine months later completely gone. We have brain cancer, 
 leukemia. Many many chronic conditions. So therefore this one this is new healing art. How 
 everybody close eyes. I will send one minute for you. Close eyes. Dear Doc choose a higher liver. 
 Can choose one area. Close eyes. Now you receive dark calligraphy together about one minute a 
 little more or less stop. Greatest love dull calligraphy field tao some vibration frequency come to 
 one area of your body. This positive information could remove the negative information. Energy 
 matter in one area of your body, totally relax. Do not think anything. Hey we all hey hey hey hey 
 hey hey hey your hair. Hey hey hey hey hey I I oh y'all y'all thank you Tom thank you everyone. 

 Tom McCarthy 
 So beautiful. Thank you. And so what you just experienced everybody with you know the with 
 the the gift that Master Sha just gave us was really amazing if you to understand it. I mean it's 
 hard for you probably the first time coming in and seeing Master Sha and listening to 
 understand what he just did. But you were he was tapping, he's helping us tap into dow energy 
 tao light through calligraphy and through the vibration of his voice and his song talk to us a little 
 bit about tao song too because we saw the calligraphy. We experienced this song. How does 
 how does singing or chanting? How does that help us change the matter of our body and that 
 that's what we're really doing. We're tapping into this higher source to shift what's going on in 
 our body and in our minds. 

 Master Zhi Gang Sha 
 Thank you. You are the expert. Always vital question. How does it work? You see the house work 
 like this. This is our body. I think millions of people are in the energy field. Time focus on the 
 healing. So everybody knows seven energy chakra. This is the naval So therefore we know this is 
 the first chakra second. This is the bottom of the bottom of the ocean chakra gill here. This is 
 water, this is water. This bottom of the ocean, bottom of ocean. So this is the sound gear gear. 
 This is a fire, This is wayne, wayne, this is moon, moon, this is heaven, heaven. So therefore this is 
 seven energy chakra. And the singing is a secret singing. Secret dousing dousing is a source or 
 sources. Some doubt. So when you're singing your mind here source. Okay please when you 
 inhale light come here from food from the whole body anywhere. Come to first enter chakra in 
 here. Everything you have to breathe quickly breathing your mind here, here's a hee, I whatever 
 understand your when you the light come here that go up. So therefore the secret is people 
 have a sickness in the colon in different organs delivers here. So okay, hard to see here. So any 



 blockages when you go, hey la la all the all the chakras library then the blockage blockage, when 
 the light turning this blockage will be just go through the path and all the blockage here out. 
 That's why secret healing 

 Tom McCarthy 
 Well and these things are probably very new for people watching this, right? That I can do 
 calligraphy and and that will help me heal, I can chant or sing, you know that that will help me or 
 listen to Master Sha chanter saying that will help me heal, it feels different but you've got to do 
 something different if you want to change matter, if you just can continue to do the same things 
 then you stay sick, right? You the cancer doesn't leave you. So these are proven techniques as 
 master Shaw was saying, you know 600 different studies have been done, you know case studies 
 after case studies of people healing, you can heal too. These are things that will help you heal. 
 Now, master shaw talk about karma a little bit because I was reading one of your books and you 
 talk a lot about karma and how everybody has karma. If you come into a physical human body, 
 you, you're coming in with some karma some good karma right? Potentially some not so good 
 karma talk about how, how we have to deal with karma in order to heal. 

 Master Zhi Gang Sha 
 Thank you so much Karma's ancient wisdom. And the karma means record of services. 
 Everybody think of this life. I serve the poor donation for poor. I heal the people like tom 
 organized a big workshop for the speakers help humanity trend from the consciousness. We are 
 all doing something good for others. We called as a positive karma this moment up safety. This 
 movement for fighting, you know, war and human being lawsuit, whatever issue are fighting 
 with, with words with email and just all not only fighting jealousy, computation, greed. And you 
 know, all kinds of issues, we know human stuff. This is called negative information. Heaven 
 record both. Not only this, like karma's talked about many, many lifetimes. If all our good service 
 would make good service, make others happier, healthier serve humanity any more trades 
 environment. 

 Okay, sometimes people, your country leaders, you make mistakes, harm so many people. So 
 therefore the both heavily by our soul. So therefore in our life we have a good health 
 relationships, finances all. We have a sickness relation challenges divorce, fighting lawsuit war. So 
 therefore always a positive, negative. So this is the root cause is a past life, positive information, 
 reward us in good health relation finances the negative stuff make us a sick relationship. 
 Financial challenges. So therefore the great wisdom is it does not matter. We are successful or 
 something really disaster. Do not think that we disaster. Maybe some reason to weaken us that 
 we can be a better be. So. Therefore if you have this kind of consciousness much better life. 



 Tom McCarthy 
 Yeah. Now we can heal our karma though. Right? We can yes, remove next. Is that what the tao 
 calligraphy is doing? And the tao song? 

 Master Zhi Gang Sha 
 Yes. You know remember David Mark's interview many times. David Mark lost, lost lots of money. 
 I hear wade open, I lost open share many times. I lost 100 million is not the little amount. And he 
 said, I tried to click with no, finally I realized master shall click with you. Clear my financial carbon 
 financial blockage. That's why he said, he realized that in fact it's something blocking his finance. 
 You treat invisible light. Like I said, the light light up dark room. So we have some blockage in 
 different organs. Then you just washed out. That's how clear. 

 Tom McCarthy 
 And one of the things that I love that you say is that to heal faster? Focus on serving others more. 
 Right? Just yourself, not just meaning me. I need this. I need this. Maybe you can still do that. 
 But when you, when you do things when you serve others in your life really is about serving 
 others serving humanity. I mean you work tirelessly. One of the things that everybody can take 
 advantage of is from for me on the pacific coast pacific standard time nine AM. But on Eastern 
 time 12 p.m. I don't is it just during the week or is it five days monday to friday 99 A. M. Go to 
 Master Sha's instagram. And what is your instagram handle? What is that? 

 Master Zhi Gang Sha 
 Master Zhi Gang Sha my first name. Master Z. H. I. G. A. N. G. S. H. A. G. 

 Tom McCarthy 
 Okay he does this beautiful service for everybody to humanity where at 12 PM. Eastern Standard 
 time. So you have to check your time but follow him on instagram and you'll get notifications. 
 But you go there and he does a every day monday through friday of 55 minutes. So super quick. 
 It's not gonna take a lot of your time but it's amazing you get a free little healing session with 
 master shaw and thousands of people already every day come to that. You can do it as often as 
 you want. It's his service to all of us because he loves you. He cares about you. So make sure you 
 do that. And then also we'll make that calligraphy available where you just have to your your 
 email will go in there and so that he can communicate with you afterwards and his team can 
 communicate with you but you're gonna have that beautiful calligraphy you've added so much 
 value to us in this short time that we had and I could go on and on and on. But I know we're 
 getting close to the time where you're gonna do your 12 PM recession for everybody. But please 



 make sure that you go and do that. You will benefit so much from it. I see you've got your book, 
 one of your books, one of your new york times bestsellers. 

 Master Zhi Gang Sha 
 Yeah, can I see one words are this book Tao calligraphy for healing and transform depression 
 anxiety. I heard the next week of forgot Tuesday or Wednesday is a global mental health day. 
 Last week. Okay. Okay passed already. Like I read a short paragraph. Thank you tom And the 
 introduction. The purpose of life is to serve. Tom mission I share with you. Tom privately to serve, 
 the more you serve the universe bless you more. I have committed my life to this purpose. To 
 serve is to make others happy. Heritage. Do not think too much in me. You just serve others. 
 Heaven University will reward you. To serve is to empower and enlighten others. So the closing 
 part, short paragraph, I have a dream that humanity will pay more and more attention to serve 
 healing Everybody think about this cancer, 80% liver brain cancer, Leukemia. It's all terminal. 
 They tried the operation game or radiation. I'm not the best. But I have done something unique. 
 That's why open your heart. Let me serve you so more and more attention for therapy. I own all 
 medical professionals and all alternative and complementary medicine as well as always to 
 improve our health and happiness. The message I always share with humanity is I have the 
 power to heal myself. You have the power to heal yourself together. We have the power to heal 
 the world. So therefore when tom approached me while you're doing the healing conference, I 
 am so delighted. Thank you. 

 Tom McCarthy 
 You are amazing. You are so and you just look at his smile. Everybody this beautiful being is so 
 filled with love. I just love being around him. Every time he makes me smile and makes me 
 laugh. He makes me feel joyful. And I'm so glad that all of you have gotten an opportunity to 
 experience him. Thank you so much for being with us Master Sha. And I know that if people are 
 are experiencing this, they're gonna want to do many more things with you and and and we will 
 try and bring you back and do more things next year to maybe a big huge healing conference 
 that we can have you lied so more to come on that. But thank you so much and bless you. You 
 are a gift to all of us. Thank you so so much. 

 Master Zhi Gang Sha 
 My honor to be a service to offer you. Thank you Tom. Thank you everyone. 


